Designed as a frontline defense against fraudulent smart cards, the Card Validator™ is an instant, easy and simple tool for verifying a smart card’s authenticity. When placed on a smart card that is printed with hidden Card Validator graphics, the Validator lens reveals the images and confirms that the card is genuine.

The Card Validator and graphics cost just pennies per card and streamline an essential step in security for personnel check-in, perimeter set-up, etc. This methodology is ideal for quickly checking large quantities of cards. The Card Validator does not require a card reader or terminal. After initial validation, the smart card can be electronically read for further authentication.

The palm-sized Card Validator is highly portable and durable. There has never been a quicker or easier means of preliminary card verification. The Card Validator and graphics are available on CardLogix Credentsys™ and M.O.S.T. smart cards.

- Can be custom printed
- Additional materials for program reinforcement
- Differentiates your project
- Ultra-Low cost to benefit ratio